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Installation: Launch MagNular application icon, this will launch both 
the interface and sound engine applications. Press Escape key to 
quit both applications.

MagNular is a soundtoy which can be played by a single player, or 
multiple players (up to 4 players) for collaborative sound making.  

Add different types of  sound particles into the room. Then using a 
virtual magnet, attract the particles and move them around the play 
space. 

When a particle collides with any of  the tiles placed around the 
room, a sound event is triggered. The character of  the sound is 
determined by the particle type, the tile object it collides with, and 
the force of  impact. Each of  the tiles relates to a different sound 
transformation process. 

Power-up the magnet and then repel collected sound particles to 
create clusters of  sonic events. Try using varied combinations and 
quantities of  sound particles. 

Try creating collisions in different areas of  the room, and powering 
up the magnets for different lengths of  time, this determines the 
force of  the sound particles when the magnets are set to repel. 

See demonstration video for examples. 

MagNular

Particle Collision Soundtoy
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Technical Requirements: Software tested using a Macbook Pro, Core 2 Duo 
2.33 GHz processor, X1600 graphics card and 3GB RAM. This is the minimum 
recommended system specification.

andy@dysdar.org.uk

Player Controls: Gamepad (tested with Logitech Rumblepad)

A virtual magnet will appear when moving gamepad thumb-sticks, 
up to 4 players are supported (with 4 gamepads).

Thumb-sticks = magnet (xyz)

Shoulder button = activate magnet attract mode

Trigger button = hold to power up magnet & release to repel

D-Pad = particle palette select
Button 2 = add particle

A computer keyboard may also be used to play, but a gamepad is 
definitely recommended. 

Magnet - up/down = r / f
Magnet - forward/back = w / s
Magnet - left/right = a / d

Magnet attract = shift
Magnet power-up = spacebar (repel on release)

Particle palette select = left / right cursors
Add particle = return


